Second-Year Progress Interview Feedback Form

Instructions: Each member of the progress interview panel should complete the form (two pages), and should return it to Hannah on the day of the interview.

Name of Student:

Name of Assessor:

Role: (Advisor, or other academic)

Date:

Overall Assessment (choose one): Excellent Good Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

Comments on the progress that the student has made so far. For example, which results are appropriate for inclusion in the thesis? Are there any big changes or extensions that would be necessary before they could be included?

Comments on the research to be completed in the forthcoming year. Does the student have a realistic/plausible plan? Would it be sufficient for a thesis?

Any other constructive advice:
For the Progress Committee:

Do you believe the student is on-track to complete on time?

Are there any issues that the progress committee should be aware of?: